Thank You to All Our 2021 Supporters!

Our achievements are a direct result of your support – your generous donations, corporate matching funds you leveraged, grants you recommended from Donor-Advised Funds, fundraisers and awareness raising activities you conducted.

We couldn’t do it without you!

MAJOR PARTNERS
(Institutions contributing US$10,000+ for two or more consecutive years)

Brazilian Biodiversity Fund/ ExxonMobil Brasil
Copenhagen Zoo
Disney Conservation Fund
DOB Ecology
EDF Norte Fluminense
Philadelphia Zoo
Smithsonian’s National Zoo/ Conservation Nation
Zoo Atlanta

GOLDEN CIRCLE
(Other Contributors of US$5,000+)

Curraghs Wildlife Park
Fundação de Apoio à Pesquisa Científica e Tecnológica da UFRRJ - FAPUR
Menagerie du Jardim des Plantes
Mohamed Bin Zayed Foundation
GLT CHAMPIONS  
(Contributors of US$1,001 – US$5,000)

Beauval Zoo Park  
Virginia & Bryan Burney  
Amanda Collins/Adobe Inc.  
Lou Ann and James Dietz  
Lili Theresa Engels  
Gaia Zoo  
Doug & Mary Kay Mitchell  
Print Fresh  
Milwaukee County Zoological Gardens  
North Carolina Chapter of AAZK  
Robyn Rowlands  
Wellington Zoo

GLT AMBASSADORS  
(Contributors of US$500 – US$1,000)

Airon Physical Therapy  
Toni Allen  
Kara & Tom Arundel  
Anne Baker & Bob Lacy  
Ben & Beate Beck  
Marcia B. Brown  
Buttonwood Park Zoo and Zoological Society  
CUMRU’s Little Tamarins/ Governor Mifflin School District  
Dickerson Park Zoo  
Christine and John Engels  
Susan Ford  
Frankfurt Zoo  
Honolulu Zoo Aloha Aina Conservation Fund  
Wayne Jacobson  
Sa Ming Foundation  
Santa Ana Zoo  
Jeff Taylor  
Leslie Wilkes  
Ian Yeomans
GLT GUARDIANS
(Contributors of US$101 – US$499)

Grant (Lysa) Aemmer
Amazon Smile Foundation
Jon Robin Baitz
Baton Rouge Chapter of AAZK
James Beck & Joy Ferrante
Larry Broadwell & Marsha Broadwell
  John Butler
  Ines Castro
  Geoffrey Coleman
  Karla Crane
Carolyn Crockett and Bob Brooks
  Nancy de Moraes
  Roberto de Moraes
Douglas Reber Dunkel
  Deborah Edlin
  Andrew Engels
  Tarsila C. Fonseca
  Antony Francesconi
  Ana Frace
  Teresa Heathcote
  Christy & Andrew Hoover
    Idéia Tours
  Thomas Johnson
  Kenton Kerns
  Kristin Leus
  Patricia Roberts
  Joy Shneider
  Matthew Steil
  Moira Tamayo
  Berry Wilson
  Janusz Zaporski
Mary Adam, Cathie Alderks, Stephen Bachman, Bruno G. Bahiana, Ashley Beck, Cliff Bernstein, Eric Betteridge, Peggy Biller, Signe Thorning Bjorn, Elizabeth Blaney, Judith Block, Roberto Oscar Challier, F. Cardoso, Jiebo Chen, Kayla Clark, Confraria de Brassagem Brasil Ltda – CBB, Danila Cremona, Savanna Cunningham, Cody David, Keeley Day, Kirsten Desai, André Constant Dickstein, Polly Diffenbaugh, Laura Dong, Christine Dougherty, Richard Drumm, Ami DuCre, Hollyann Duskin, Amelia (Kimberly) Eckhardt, Kimberly Eckhardt, Katherine Eggleston, Amber Elmwood, Shelby Fisher, Sally Foster, Ashley Franklin, Rosemary Gay, David Gilbert, Fabiano Godoy, Leon Gold, Frederik Heller, Kay Hervey, Edward Hochman, Corrie Ignani, Suzana Jackson, Carol Kane, Linda Anderson Kendzierski, Erin Lebbin, Emma Lewis, Nicholas Lindsay, Tom Lovejoy, Linda Malone, Samantha Mellema, Diana Miglioretti, Clare Miller, Devin Mingesbruney, Katrina Mishel, Bibiana Nilsson, Clyde Nishimura, Kim Olson, Tiffanie Parker, Caryl Procita, Steve Psomas/Workday, Jontyle Robinson, Bryan Rodrigues, Jessie Schrauger, David Shelly, Joan Silaco, Jessica Slater, Elizabeth Smith, Carole Stepp, Cat Timms, Angela Trumbo, Grace Vangel, Puget Sound Association of PHI BETA KAPPA, Brian White, Mia Wright, Evan Yavarkovsky, Gail Youngelson, Oooh-la-la The Soap Bar/ Netty's Petty's Grooming

Volunteers who generously donated their service in 2021

**AMLD Board:** Ariane Janer, Carlos R. Ruiz Miranda, Claudia Abreu, Denise Spiller Pena, Gustavo Luna Peixoto, Inês Castro, James Dietz, Lou Ann Dietz, Luiz Fernando Duarte de Moraes, Marcelo Trinidadte Nascimento, Marcos da Silva Freire, Rosa Lemos de Sá

**SGLT Board:** Toni Allen, Kara Arundel, Benjamin Beck, Karen Bonnin, Inês Castro, Nancy de Moraes, James Dietz, Lou Ann Dietz, Christine Engels, Kenton Kerns, Jennifer Mickelberg

**SGLT Advisors:** Andy Baker, Sarah Hankerson, Kirstin Hill, Madelyn McGlynn, Moira Tamayo

**Other SGLT Volunteers:** Daniel de Moraes, Sally Foster, Julie Hamre

**Conducted Fundraisers:** Cody David, Keely Day, Nancy de Moraes, Roberto de Moraes, Christine Engels, Sally Foster, Ana Frace, Klaus Fuchs, Jessica Grunewald, Corrie Ignagni, Linda Anderson Kendzierski, Robin Rowlands

**Recommended Grants to SGLT from Donor Advised Funds:** Anne Baker & Bob Lacy, Marcia Brown, Carolyn Crockett & Bob Brooks

**Mobilized Corporate Matching for their Donations to SGLT:** Amanda Collins/Adobe Inc., Steve Psomas/Workday
Zoo Support

In addition to the zoos and zoo-related organizations acknowledged above for their technical and financial support for GLT Conservation in situ, we are grateful to the 150 zoos around the world who participate in the GLT International Captive Breeding Program and the GLT International Studbook Keeper and Regional Coordinators who manage the ex-situ population of GLTs as insurance should a disaster occur with the wild population.

- International Studbook Keeper: Jennifer Mickelberg (Zoo Atlanta)
- Europe Regional Coordinator: Brian Carroll (Bristol Zoo)
- North America Regional Coordinator: Jennifer Mickelberg (Zoo Atlanta)
- Brazil Regional Coordinator: Mara Cristina Marques (São Paulo Zoo)
- Australia Regional Coordinator: Amanda Embury (Zoos Victoria)